I. The economy
This section introduces the dynamics for (i) the domestic and the foreign currency denominated term structure of interest rates, and (ii) the spot exchange rate. We assume trading takes place continuously in time over the time interval [0, T] . As there will be a significant quantity of notation, for easy reference, we list it all in one place. fk(t, T) = the kth country's forward interest rate contracted at time t for instantaneous borrowing and lending at time T with 0 < t 6 T < T, where k~(n,f) with 'd' for domestic and 'f' for foreign. Pk(t, T) = the time r price in the kth currency of a pure discount bond paying 1 unit of the kth current at time T for tE [O, T] , TE [O, T] , k~{d,f}.
S,(c)
= Spot price at time t~ [O,5] of 1 unit of the foreign currency in terms of the domestic currency. 1 S,(t) =--=spot price at time re [O,s] of 1 unit of the domestic currency in S,(t) terms of the foreign currency.
rk(t)
= fk(t, t)= the kth country's instantaneous riskless rate of interest at time te [O,r] for kg'd,f).
= exp [S 1 T~(II)~CI for t~ [O,s] . This is the kth country's money market accou,"t. It is denominated in the kth country's currency, for k~(d,fj.
Priciny forriyn curwnc~ oplions F(r, L) = time t futures price in units of the domestic currency corresponding to a futures contract, with term to maturity L, on one unit of the foreign currency. H(t, L) = time t forward price in units of the domestic currency to purchase one unit of the foreign currency at time L.
We characterize the domestic and foreign term structures by specifying the evolution of forward interest rates. In this regard, we consider four sources of uncertainty across the two economies, represented by four independent standard Brownian motions (tVr(t), Wz(t), W3(t), W4(t); t~[O,s]) on a probability space (52, G, P) . ' We will assume that the domestic forward interest rate curve evolves over time according to the following stochastic differential equation.
Assrrmpfion I: (domestic forward interest rate dynamics).
( 1) df,(r, T)=z,(t, T,co)dt+ i adi(r7 T3 Sd(f, T)) dW(r) i= 1 for all CUE!& rd T and O<T<T, where ~(t, T, w) and a,,, (~, T,f,(r, T) ) are subject to some regularity conditions.'
The crucial aspect of this assumption is that the same two random shocks (WI(r) , Wz(r) ) shift the entire domestic forward interest rate curve across time. These random shocks, from the domestic perspective, can be interpreted as a short-run and long-run factor shifting different maturity ranges of the term structure differently. The motivation for two random factors can be found in Heath et al. (1990) . We see that the forward interest rate's instantaneous variance is given by var(cif(r, T)) = [a:, + o~J dr.
The domestic bond price in units of the domestic currency can be written as:
Let Pd(r, T)=exp [ -rld(r,n) Jr, u, f, (r, 14) tlu for i= l,:
The dynamics of the domestic bond price process are therefore3 (4)
dP,(r, T)=[r,(r)+h,(r, T)]P,(r, T)dr+ i a,,(t, T)P,(r, T)dCy(t).

i=l
The bond price process evolves over time with a drift of [r,,(r)+bd(r, T) ] and volatilities (ad, (r, T), a,+(r, T) ). The drift term incorporates a liquidity premium Cb,,(r, T)] which may differ from zero. The bond's instantaneous variance is given by var (dP,(r, T) i'P,(r, T)) = [a,,(r, T) '+a,:(r, 
Next, we impose a similar structure on the foreign economy's term structure. for all osR, r<T and O<T <T, where the drift and volatilities are assumed to satisfy the same conditions as for the corresponding terms in Assumption 1.
Similar to the domestic term structure variables, we define b,-(t) and aIi(t, T) for i=2,3, to represent the drift and volatilities of the foreign currency denominated discount bond. The stochastic differential equations governing, the domestic and foreign term structures, expressions (1) and (5), have a single Brownian motion in common, W2(r). This factor incorporates the correlation between the two economies' interest rate movements. In fact, it is easy to see that the instantaneous covariance between the forward interest rates is given by Ch?fd7 &,I = c o,,p,-J dt. We have limited the analysis to three Brownian motions for expository purposes only. The analysis is easily generalized to a finite number of independent Brownian motions with any subset common across the two term structures.
The link which facilitates trade between the two economies is the spot exchange rate. We assume that the spot rate of exchange (in units of the domestic currency per foreign currency) is governed by the following stochasticdifferential equation:
Assumption 3: (spot exchange rate dynamics).
where s,(t) > 0 as. P and &(t), 6di(t) for i = 1, . . , 4) are subject to some regularity restrictions.4
The spot exchange rate dynamics depend on the same three Brownian motions influencing the domestic and foreign forward interest rate structures (kVr(t), W2(t), W3(t)). This introduces correlations between the spot exchange rate, domestic, and the foreign interest rates. In addition, we also allow an independent random shock to influence the exchange rate dynamics. This is captured by the fourth Brownian motion (W4(f)). This random term captures the other (non-interest rate) factors influencing exchange rate dynamics. The instantaneous variances and covariances of the spot exchange rate with the domestic forward interest rates are given by: Given Ito's lemma, the spot exchange rate in the units of the foreign currency per domestic currency, s,-(t) = l/s,(t), satisfies:
where /c,(t)= -pLd(t)+ t 8zi(t) and 6,,(t)= -d,Jt) for i= 1,2,3,4. This section analyzes the restrictions that need to be imposed upon the previous stochastic processes such that the economy constructed is both arbitrage free and complete. This usually entails additional restrictions being imposed upon the drift terms in assumptions l-3 and some non-degeneracy conditions upon the volatilities.
To price options from the domestic perspective, we need to denominate all of the securities in the domestic currency. In our abstract economy, the domestic investor maintains his holdings of foreign currency only in the form of foreign bonds or units of the foreign money market account. First, to convert the foreign bond prices to the domestic currency, define (8) p;(t, T)= P,(t, %CJ(t).
Similarly, for the money market account define
The domestic values of these foreign bonds and money market accounts can be viewed as a continuum of 'domestic' assets. For analysis, we need the stochastic processes followed by these domestic currency denominated securities. These are given by (see Lemma 1 in Appendix A): 
These domestic currency denominated foreign securities have a similar structure to the corresponding domestic securities, with the exception that the volatility coefficients are augmented by the exchange rate risk. This is reflected in the ddi(t) terms preceding the Brownian motions nw,(t) for i= 1,. . ,4 in expressions ( 10) and (11). Define
(15)
These quantities are relative prices where the domestic money market account now serves as the numeraire. As we have four sources of uncertainty in our model we need to choose four distinct assets to hedge these risks. Without loss of generality, we will choose two different maturity domestic bonds, the foreign money-market account, and one additional foreign bond. From expression (4) we know that (16) dZ,(t, T) =Z,(t, T)
[ 
bd(t, T) dr + ~ a,,(r, T)dWi(r)
For simplicity, we redefine the parameters as:
:;I",:'
Note that by definition, ydi(t,T )=0 for i= 3,4.
Continuing with the construction, we let the two domestic bonds have maturity T and L and the foreign bond have maturity M. Define
,(r)= [ t!(!;:] and A,(r)= [ ~~~~~~~~~.
. .
To ensure that these four securities span the four risks in the economy we add the following assumption.
Assumption 4: (complete markets) 1; 1 exists almost surely.
In the context of our continuous trading economy, assumption 4 guarantees that the market is complete. That is, given any random payoff at time T (a contingent claim), suitably measurable and integrable, there exists a 'self-financing trading strategy'5 involving these four assets which generates the random payoff (the contingent claim) as the trading strategy's terminal value.
Let 9 = (q,, qz, q3, v4) be the solutions to
These four quantities (u,(t), rjJ(r), dj(r), da(t)) correspond to the domestic currency denominated 'market prices for risk' with respect to each of the four random shocks (WI(t), Wz(t), Wj(r), W4(t)), respectively. This is most easily seen from expression (23) which states that the c.~ccss expected return on each dollar denominated asset equals the covariance matrix times the market prices for risk. Define a new measure P such that its Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by (24) rli ( Let i? denote expectation with respect to the new measure is.
Assumption 5: (existence of a unique asset specific martingale measure).
(i) P is a probability measure, (ii) Z,(t, T), Z,(t,L,), Z,(T,M), and Z,,(t) are P-martingales with respect to F,, and
is a four-dimensional Brownian motion under (A, G, P).
This assumption guarantees that the price processes given by the four assets (Z,(t, T), Z,(t, L), Z,(t, M), Z,,-(r)) admit no arbitrage opportunities. Sufficient conditions for this assumption to hold are that [,u,Jt)+rJr)-'Jr) ] and [iji(r) for i= 1,. . . ,4] are uniformly bounded on (r,w)E[O, r] x R. This follows by a direct application of Novikov's condition and Girsanov's theorem (Elliott, 1982; pp. 169-170) to the above system. This assumption implies (along with assumption 4) that the martingale measure is unique (see Harrison and Pliska, 1981) . However, we need to ensure that there are no arbitrage opportunities across all the other traded assets as well. Thus, to extend this condition to the entire economy, we need an additional assumption.
Asscrmprion 6: vi(t) for i= 1,. . . ,4 are independent of the particular assets chosen to construct the risk-neutral economy.
The assumption, combined with assumptions l-5, is sufficient to ensure a complete market which is arbitrage free.
Proposifion: (existence of a unique equivalent martingale measure).
Given assumptions l-6 there is a unique measure given by P, which is equivalent to P and under which all traded assets' relative prices are martingales.
Proof Follows directly from the uniqueness of P in expression (24). Q.E.D.
The logic of this proposition is straightforward. For any four assets, there exists a unique martingale measure. Unless this measure is the same across all quadruples (of assets), one will not exist for all assets simultaneously. These probability measures are the same, however, if and only if their Radon-Nikodym derivatives are the same. This implies the result.
It can be shown (see Amin and Jarrow, 1989) that this proposition implies the same restrictions on the domestic forward interest rate drift process that is required in the Heath et al. (1987) where Z(t) is the discounted dollar price of any asset and rri(t) are defined as in equations (19) to (21). This expression is useful in subsequent calculations.
III. Valuing European options on the spot exchange rate
Give the previous structure we can now determine the arbitrage free value of any American contingent claim in our economy. Its value is given by the supremum over the class of all early exercise strategies of the discounted expected (under the new measure P) domestic currency payoff from the claim (see Amin and Jarrow, 1989) . Unfortunately, no closed form solutions for American options are known under the above assumptions. The problem is in characterizing the early exercise boundary for the American options on the spot exchange rate. To understand the difficulty involved, the characterization of the early exercise boundary in this situation is simpler than determining the early exercise boundary of a call option on a common equity which pays continuous dividends. No closed form solutions exist to this simpler problem, even in the case of constant interest rates and dividend yields. The increased complexity of the additional state variables introduced by the stochastic nature of spot interest rates makes the characterization even more intractible. Consequently, we illustrate these techniques with closed form solutions for European options on the spot foreign currency and currency futures. However, American option values can be obtained using numerical techniques.
To obtain these closed form solutions, we need an additional assumption. For simplicity of the subsequent notation, we will define adi(r, T) = 0 for i= 3,4 and for all (c,
Assumption 7: a~,(., *), ~di(., *) and 6,i( .) for i= 1,2,3,4 are nonstochastic and only deterministic functions of time.
Consider a European call option on the spot exchange rate with exercise price K and expiration date 7', denoted C(0, T, K). Then, we can write
where .Y+ =max (.u,O) , and E(s) denotes expectation with respect to P. Now, by the definition of Z,(t, T):
.
Using the fact that P,-(T, T)= 1 unit of the foreign currency,
-(T, T). B,(T)
This implies that we can write
Substituting Lemmas 3 and 4 of Appendix A into equation (30) yields:
Noting that Z,(O, T)= P,(O, T)S,(O) and using Lemma 5 in Appendix A, the above can be rewritten as
where and
A direct application of the second part of Lemma 5 in Appendix A now yields the price of the corresponding put option, denoted P(0, T, K), to be
(O, T)@( -h + <) -P,(O, 7-)&(0)0(-h).
If we write out the expression for dF(t, T)/F(t, T) (where F(t, T) is the forward rate of exchange, i.e., S,(t)P,.(r, T)/P,(t, T)), the volatility term is exactly the term in brackets in equation (34). Hence, with this identification, expression (34) is a parameterized version of Grabbe's (1983) formula. We see that the 'volatility' of the foreign currency option reflects not only the 'volatility' of the spot exchange rate, but also the 'volatility' of the domestic and foreign forward interest rates as well. The advantage of our framework, as distinct from that of Grabbe (1983) , is that our model explicitly incorporates a continuum of traded domestic and foreign discount bonds into the analysis. This additional structure enables the pricing of foreign currency futures options, to which we now turn.
IV. Futures contracts, forward contracts and their options
In this section, we extend the previous analysis to the pricing of futures and forward contracts and European options on these contracts. The spot foreign currency can be viewed as identical to a risky asset paying a stochastic dividend yield equal to the foreign currency spot interest rate. As it costs nothing to enter into a futures contract and the value of a futures contract is continuously reset to zero, by risk-neutrality, the futures price must be a P-martingale. We can use this observation to determine the futures price.
The futures price is given by the following expression (see Lemma 1 in Appendix B for the proof): where the time zero futures price is given by (37)
T)-Ufi(~, T)-~di(t')] dc
1
It is well known that the forward price is given by the following expression: (38) H(0, T) = P,(O, T)?,(O) P,(O, T) '
Combining this with expressions (36) and (37) gives the relationship between the futures and forward exchange rates:
U,i(c, T)[U,i(L.,
T)-U/i(L:, T)-6,,(()] dc
.
The forward and the futures prices differ only by the exponential term in the above expression which reflects the covariance between short rates and long-term bond prices. An interesting observation is that a deterministic domestic term structure is sufficient to make the domestic futures price equal to the forward price. This equivalence is independent of the foreign term structure volatilities. This fact can be explained by realizing that the spot currency can be viewed as a risky asset paying a stochastic dividend yield equal to the foreign spot interest rate. We know from Jarrow and Oldfield (1981) that a stochastic dividend yield is not what causes the difference between futures and forward prices. Similar to the case for the call option in Section III, we can use the martingale property to evaluate an expression for the price of a European futures option. The price of the European call option with maturity T and strike price K on the 
Pricing [breign currency options
F(0, L)= F(0, L)exp Ii~=,
ff aa,(c, T)[afi(c,L)+ba,(v)-aadt',L)]dc 1, hi=
where
The corresponding European put option price with maturity date T and strike price K on the futures contract with maturity L, denoted Pt. (O, 7", L, K) , is given by
Pr(O,T,L,K)=Pa(O,T)[KdO(-ht +(.)-F(O,L)O(-ht)].
We can think ofF(0, L) as an adjusted futures price where the adjustment depends on the volatility of the domestic and foreign term structures. The proofs of expressions (40) and (41) can be found in Lemma 2 in Appendix B.
Notice that the definition of ff is identical to that given in equation (34). Hence, the volatility term is exactly the same as in the case of the spot currency option. It corresponds to the volatility of the forward price. As the futures and the forward price differ only by a deterministic quantity, the volatility of the futures price is also identical.
The price of a European option with maturity date T and strike price K on a forward contract with maturity L, denoted C, (O,T,L,K) , is given by the following expressions:
is defined as expression (40), and h 2 is given by
The corresponding put option price, denoted by Pn (O, T, L, K) , is given by
The proofs of these expressions are in Lemma 3 of Appendix B.
These valuation formulas so obtained are testable, given estimation of the volatilities given in assumptions 1-3. A comparison of the option on the spot (expression (32)), the option on the futures (expression (40)). and the option on a forward (expression (42)) shows that all three values differ. If the option on both the forward and futures contract matures at time T (i.e., L= T). then the option on the spot and the option on the forward have identical values. Yet, the option on the futures has a different value. This difference emphasizes the importance of stochastic interest rates when valuing futures options. Indeed, if interest rates were deterministic, then all three values would be identical in the case where L= T.
V. Valuation under a foreign trader based perspective
The selection of the domestic currency versus the foreign currency was arbitrary in the preceding sections. Consequently, the analysis applies equally well to a foreign trader valuing claims in the foreign currency. The notation just needs to be symmetrically transformed. However, this observation leads to a subtle, but important insight.
When changing perspectives from a domestic trader with assets denominated in the domestic currency to a foreign trader with assets denominated in the foreign currency, the equivalent martingale measure of the proposition will change. This is true even if both traders have identical probability beliefs represented by P on (12, G). This follows because although Z(r) as given by expression (26) is a P-martingale, the foreign currency denominated relative price with the foreign money market account as the denominator need not be a p-martingale. To see this, consider Z,, which is a martingale under P. We have Z,,(t) = B,WdO)
R,(t) '
The analogous expression from the foreign trader's perspective is
In general, if Z,, is a martingale, (l/Z,r) is not. Consider the stochastic differential def equation6 governing the evolution of l/Z,,(t) = Z,*,(t):
The drift term in this expression is clearly non-zero, implying that l/Z,, is not a martingale. This has an intuitive economic explanation as well. To make the argument in its simplest form, let both the domestic investor and the foreign investor be risk averse in assets denominated in their own currencies. Let the domestic investor have probability beliefs P and the foreign investor probability beliefs P. This is an acceptable system of beliefs. Under the domestic denominated money market relative price, the foreign trader appears risk neutral (because of the proposition). Yet, he is not. To consume. he must first move his assets into the foreign currency, and he is subject to exchange rate risk. The risk is real and he requires a positive market price of risk for bearing it. Hence, from his perspective, denominating relative prices in foreign money market accounts, the analogous B from an analogous proposition will differ from his beliefs P. This completes the explanation.
From a practical perspective, once a particular currency is chosen as a base currency, option valuation can proceed as in Sections I-IV. There is no problem in currency option valuation. One can go from domestic prices to foreign prices at the spot exchange rate. The warning occurs when switching currency perspective including the denomination, i.e., the money market account. Then, to value options, one needs to change the risk neutral probability measure as well.
VI. Conclusion
This paper demonstrates how to apply the Heath ef al. model to price foreign currency options. This approach is preferable to existing approaches as it can be utilized to price European options on spot currency, as well as American style options on both spot currencies and currency futures. Existing approaches (Grabbe, 1983) are only valid for European claims (or pseudo-American claims) on the spot commodity, as the partial differential equation approach breaks down for a continuum of traded discount bonds. Our approach is further illustrated through the derivation of closed form solutions for European type call options on foreign currencies and currency futures. Testable formulas are obtained. These tests, however, are the subject of future research. [/~d(t) 
+rf(t)]df+ 2 ci,,(r)t/W,(t) i=l
1 dPf(r, T)
P;(t, T) '-,(t)+b/(t, T)+df)+ S,Jf)~l/~(t, T) clt i=l + i [a&, T)6,,(t)] tin;(f). i=l
Proof
Noting that B/(C) is a process of bounded variation and applying the integration by parts formula (Durrett, 1984, p. 68) on the definition of B;(t), (46) tlB;(r)=B/(t)rlS,(r)+S,(r)ciB/(t)
=B/(t)[dS,(t)+S,(r)r/(f)dt].
Substituting in for S,(t) from equation (6),
i(t)S,(r)rlCt~(t)+S,(t)r~(t)dt
i=l
Rearranging the above expression yields equation (44). To prove the second expression: (48) dP;(r, T)=S,(r)dP/(t,
T)+ P,(t, T)dS,(t)+dS,(r)+d(P,(., T).S,>,,
where (*;) denotes the covariation between the two assets. Substituting for the expressions Pro@? Using the definition of Z,-(t, T) and applying the integration by parts formula and noting the fact that BJt) is a process that is locally of bounded variation,
Substituting the s.d.e. for P;(t, T), gives equation (49). To prove expression (50):
Substituting equation (15) Now applying Fubini's theorem to the second term on the right-hand side and a stochastic version of Fubini's theorem (Ikeda and Watanabe, 1981, p. 116) on the last term, and substituting equation (2) where i and c2 is the variance of (X-Y). Switching the two terms inside the expectation sign. we can rewrite the above as
Proof!
For the purposes of this proof, we will denote /'I-and 6, as the mean and variance respectively of the random variable .Y and px, as the correlation coefficient between the random variables I and y. The same notation is to be understood for other random variables. Let and -_=s-y. (67) and (69) This implies that the right hand side of equation (57) can be rewritten as:
On simplifying the above expression and substituting the identity, 0; = 0; + C7f + 10,.6, pY_
we obtain
where q=A + :af/a,. Substituting for A and multiplying by K, yields the desired expression.
Appendix B
Lrtmzn I: The futures price is given by the following expression: 
By Novikov's condition (see Elliott, 1982, p. 170 ) the terms represented by the second and the third exponents are independent martingales. Noting that the first exponent is deterministic and taking the appropriate conditional expectations yields the desired result.
Lemnzn 2: The price of the European call option on the futures contract is given by the following expression:
The corresponding European put option price on the futures contract is given by
f(0, L) can be thought of as an adjusted futures price.
Proof! Using the martingale property,
In the subsequent derivation. we evaluate the expressions inside the expectation sign so that Lemma 5 in Appendix A can be used. Substituting Lemma 3 from Appendix A into equation (36) yields: Substituting equations (38) and (69) and Lemma 1 in Appendix A into equation (68).
WC obtain
Pricing ftirriyn currenc~~ oprions 
6.
We let (G,: t~[0, r]; represent the augmented filtration generated by (W,(t), W,(t). W3(r), B;(r)) with G=G,. The filtration is augmented to include all P null events in G so that G, These conditions guarantee that a strong solution to equation (6) exists, see Amin (1989) . See Harrison and Pliska (1981) for the definition. This can be obtained by an application of Ito's Lemma to equation (26).
Notes
